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Basic Problems of Economic Development
in Nepal·
wolr Donner
In this circle of knowledgeabk and learned colleagues I see my task in laying
a foundation on which you, the specialists. can consuuct your inleUeclUal
edifices. If the foundation is weak. the upper stones can easily colbpse even if

they are beautifully conceived or • inteUecrually speaking - are conclusive in
themsel"cs.

The promotion of the economic development of tropical and subtropical

countries during the last forty years did. right from the beginning, aim at
integrating these countries into our economic world system. This model.

generally known as the market economy, unmasked itself quite early with the
slogan "Developing countries - markets of tomorrow". For instance. very
often young technicians were in'lited for training with the ulterior motive that
later on, when they were in a good position in their home countries. they may

remember German machines and German working methods and prefer
German products. Thus, closely examined, so-called development "aid" turned
oul to a large eItenl 10 be export promOlion.
Now, of course, eIport promOlion is nothing less than defamatory. But for
the sake of honesty we sbould avoid decorating it with a gloriole of ''help'',
pretending that we think primarily of public welfare in those countries.
Nowadays. this discrepancy becomes clearly visible when we even
vociferously proclaim our principle thiU C(lun!rics asking for our aid have to
declare themselves to be for the market economy. to introduce
multiparty·democracy and to respect (our!) human rights. All this becomes
void as soon as it refers to a potential market like Oiina. "Business as usual", I
think. is one of the hard-hearted slogans in our economic system.
Self«velopment. the very fate of these peoples and countries. has often
gone out of sight. And, thinking in an Euro-centric way we did not ask
whether these people whom we wanted to "develop" wished to do so and if so,
whether they wanted to be developed according to our eIample. And I am
talking about the human masses of these countries. the farmers. the fishennen.
the craftsmen. the porters and small shopkeepers. I am nOl talking about the
~Iiles who already studied in our countries and who send their sons to
Harvard. those who are ashamed of the "poor cousins" whom they often scorn
as "savages" and about whom they do not like to talk at all.
Right from the beginning there was the false reasoning that we had to
develop these people and not that they had to develop themselves - in case they
want to. We often eIplain this with the statement that we have - or ought to
have - a responsibility towards them.
With this, we fwthered in these countries a fatalist attitude. namely that
development will come from above or outside and will cost them nothing.
Speaking of the wish to "develop", I do in no way close my eyes to the fact
that the attractive power of the American way of life - advertised by
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worldwide propaganda and demonsuated by the behaviour of foreign visitors.
by foreign television programmes, illustrated papers and so forth - is
enormous. But does the availability of Coca-Cola, MacDonald's and jeans
already mean "development"? Certainly not; they are, in fact. symbols of
eIport promotion.
The greed for our goods - the "want-to-have" - is, however. by no means
always accompanied by the corTesponding attitude - the "want-to·be" or the
~ want-to-do". In other words: during the last 40 yean we have shown these
people what we have and thus roused their greed. But we have failed to show
them the price for all this which we are paying day by day: learning,
disciplined working. risking our health and environment
The power of the American way of life has also found its way to Nepal.
and the result is not only the pagoda plastered with cement, an environment
spoiled with plastic bags and a city clogged with motor vehicles - the decay of
the religious monuments also belongs to that, and the theft of and Inlde with
sacral images. Money, fonnerly of Little importance, dictates the behaviour of
people. Apart from a few committed groups in Nepal it is we who deplore the
cultural decay. who repair the roofs of the temples and who intensely demand
the preservation of autochthonous values. In fact. we were those who rattled
the Nepalis with our aggressive style of living and made them doubt their own
values. Our lamentations are in vain, it is useles (0 try to check this
development. especially not with the tools of democracy and market economy.
Let us become concrete. The economic development of a country is based
on a natural and social component, the potential of the natural space and the
potential of the society.
All of you who know NepaJ from your own experience may know the
natmal component. Nepal is a particul:lily difficult and muhifarious living
space. To a large extent it is covered by young instable mountains. situated on
the trans-Asian earthquake belt. The relief reaches from 60 to more than
8.000 m a.m.s.!.; 64 % of the country lies higher than 1.000 m, more than a
quarter higher than 3.000 m. Only 13 % of the surface can be regarded as
lowland or flat land which can easily be cultivated and used. With this
diversity of geographical structures, soils, climatic zones etc., Nepal offers
itself for the production of nearly all cultures, apart from those requiring
tropical rainforest.
Due to the prevailing mountainous structure, the cultivated soil is highly
prone to erosion. a compleI which deserves special observation. The
utilization of the forests - panly we may speak of destruction - has caused the
area under wood to shrink to a mere 23 %. The expansion of the area under
cultivation. nowadays given as 2.6 million hectares, was possible only by using
unsuitable areas. disregarding soil quality, slope. soil stability and so forth.
The reasons are obvious: in an agrarian society a growing population
produces a growing demand for cultivable soil.
1be natural resources of Nepal may be summarized as fonows:
- an enormous natural hydropower potential estimated to amount to 80,()(X)
MW, only 0.3 % of which however has been used, contributing only 0.7 % 10
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the national energy consumption; a potential, however, which requires
enonnous investment for its mobilization;
- known mineral deposits of which about 8 dozen are exploited at present in a

of Nepalis of 15 and over were considered literate. that is 38 % of men and 13
% of women.
If we bear in mind that - apart from the old Tri-Chandra CoUege and the
Tribhuvan University - there are today some 130 colleges. we ask
automatically what the favourite studies of young NepaJis and their
professional chances are. Actually. no subjects that are needed to reach the
planning targets. namely engineering. agriculture. forestry and sciences are
preferred; on the conuary: nearly three quarters of the students are interested
in commerce and law. languages. literature and social sciences. In fonner
times graduation with a "multipurpose diploma" main1y served to fllld a job
free of manual work. possibly as a govenunent employee. which to a certain
extent is still the case. but in addition the modem graduate who is now
fascinated by his profession has but • small chance to Hnd an appropriate
occupation. because there is no money in the budget and no vacancies either.
Thus, university graduates can nowadays be found e.g. as trekking agents in
Nepal. Foreign and Nepalese NGOs and other organizations may offer jobs
for them. SO that these professionals. whose training we often have funhered.
can take over responsibility.
The question of public health was already touched upon briefly. Today.
there is one physician per 30.000 inhabitants. but this average figure is
misleading since most work in towns, whereas they are often missing in the
rural health posts: either there is no budget for them or they prefer to practise
elsewhere. 37 % of the people have access to clean drinking water. 6 % 10
sanitation, i.e. toilets, but though the daily caloric intake meets the
UNO-norms. the figure is again misleading since. in 1991. there were some
12.2 million Nepalis cffi:::ia!!y regarded as "li ...i..:g i:: absolute poverty".
The socio-potential also embraces the legal and constitutional situation of
the country in which trade and commerce and of course development takes
place . Most of us have had the experience that we cannot introduce
innovations unless the autochthonous population is ready to accept and to
develop them. Again and again we have to accept the fact that the people do
not develop relationships to mere gifts, and that projects. once the foreign
advisors and paymasters withdraw. collapse quickly and everything becomes
as it was before their arrival. Here you may quote Dr. Faust: "what you
inherited from your forefathers : earn it to possess it". and change it into:
"what the foreign advisors put into your village. accept it to possess it".
Experience has shown that projects launched from outside are very often
not regarded by the local people as something of their own. This led to the
strategy of participation. i.e. the collaboration of the persons concerned righl
from the beginning. For instance: if a group of farmers wants to change its
living conditions. wants to develop its technology. the foreign adviser can
counsel them from his own experience. However: to fix ways and ends and. to
a large extent. also to mobilize the fmancial means is a matter for the people
concerned. Their project.. their contribution to the work and their money will
probably make them Slick to it even after the foreign adviser departed.
A last word on the political consticution. It is a general habit to lay the
blame of all present problems on the politics of the past. This can be seen in

rather moderate way; the future outlook is bleak;
- a limited potential of cultivable soils; Nepal, 20 years ago a rice-exporting

counuy, depends more and more on food imports;
- the potential of forestry is highly degraded, it could, however, be
re-.establisbed in the long run;
- an enonnous touristic potential which reached its climax in 1992 with
335.000 visitors; there are, howc\lcr. many reasons 10 doubt its general
blessing for the country.

A country can also have a "negative potential" - a deficit. Nepal, regarded
from the viewpoint of "western style" development. has quile a lot of such
deficilS:
- the relief is hostile to (modem) transpon;
- it is easier to reach the hills and mountains from the south, i.c. from India.

than from KatJunandu; that means that East-West connections are difficult
and, therefore, lacking;
• the southern border of Nepal is "open" • also geographically as part of the
Gangetic plain· and can hardly be controlled so that a proper economic policy
is nearly impossible; in addition, Nepal is a landlocked country;
• the climatic factors are those of a monsoon country and this means that
Nepal depends highly on the whims of nature; countermeasures, such as
irrigation, require technical, fmancial and organizational investments.
Regarding social or socio-economc aspects - the socio-potential - we see
that the population grows annually by more than 2 %, probably 2~ % and has
reached nearly 20 million. This happened despite a high infant and mother
monality rate compared with the rest of the region. scarce access to clean
water and sanitation. as well as a moderate daily calorie supply. Thus an
increasing number of people need to be fed. clothed. housed and productively
employed.
And this is, if' may say so, the proper task of development aid, namely to
help such countries to satisfy their basic needs out of their own potentials and
to step forward from misery to poverty in human dignity.
What socio-potential do we find in Nepal?
- quantitatively. as mentioned earlier. it has a population growing by 400,000
per year;
- a population whose life expectation at birth. it is true. has meanwhile grown
10 52 years, but those below 15 years amount to 42 % (Gennany 16 %).
whereas only 55 % (Germany 69 %) belong to the economically active agerange between 15 and 64 years;
• a population. fmally , that shows a strong tendency to urbanization. Whereas
in 1965 only 4 % were town-dweUers, they now amount to 10 %. and of these
20 % live in Kathmandu.
The socio-potential further comprises public education. Despite all
campaigns. the literacy rate is still low in Nepal. 10 1990. 86 % of boys and
57 % of girls of the appropriate age attended primary schools. but only 26 %.
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our counlIy, where the term "Etblast" (inherited burden) was introduced into
the political vocabulary, just as well as in Nepal. For everything that does nOl
function properly in. Nepal , for all shortcomings and hindrances in
development, the Panchayat System is blamed. But in fact, problems have
remained the same and people as well· apart from the politicians who are
now in power or are still fighting for power. Likewise, the vested interests first of all1and property - are vehemently defended today no less than before
by those who enjoy them. When I worked in Nepal during the Panchayat era,

I happened to see during the village elections how poor, small fanners elected
the hig landowner or the moneylender, not only because he was the oo1y one
who knew reading and writing and was at home on the political scene, but also
because as a tenant or debtor they were dependent on him. This may not have
changed very much and often project proposals fail to consider land tenure as
an imponant darum.
We shall see whether the multiparty-democracy can handle the basic
p~~lems of economic development in Nepal, with the same people. the same
CIVil servants and the: same advisers, better than its predecessors: population
increase, devastation of resources, the open border to India, transport
problems and - as a consequence - the generally spread misery of a substantial
part of the population.
·This article is based on a lecture given on the 4th Heidelberg Symposium on
South Asia "NepaJ and the countries of the Himalaya region". 1993.

INTERVIEWS
Kathmandu • Present and Future:
An Interview with
Mr. P.L. Singh, Mayor of Kathmandu
Susannt von der Htide
The interview was taken by Susanne von der Heide on the 25th of April 1993
in Chettrapati. Kalhmandu. Mr. Singh has now been Mayor of Kathmandu for
nearly one year. He is a leading member of the ruling Nepali Congress Party.
Excerpts from the interview:

Q: People have long since expressed concern for the future of Kathmandu
City. What aJe your immediate plans and what aJe your experiences so far?
A: Well. the experience for Kathmandu is primarily that prior to the election.
I thought that Kathmandu City was suffering from 'cancer' - but, what I found
out, is that the city is suffering from an 'overflow of Aid',

Q: What exactly do you mean by that'?

:u

A: W~ll ,
you may we~ be aware, Nepal is considered one of the poorest
countnes 18 the world. 11l1s has had the effect that Nepal in recent yean has
had no p~blem .with .donor~countries being willing to implement a large
range of aid-prOjects 18 vanous fields , Let me make one point clear: the
Nepalese people are grateful for this. However, what I soon realized as mayor
is that the city doesn't have any infrastructure and planning. even to deal with
this flow of projects being steadily offered us. And moreover, this has been
totally neglected in fonner times. For instance, there are already a number of
projects concerning water supply, but we do not up till now have any overall
planning in respect to the basic organisation of this supply, a crucial thing for
the functioning of any city. So first we need to have a manageable
infrastructure.
Q: What have you achieved so far'?
A: Let me say something first. Another problem has long been pressing. I
have to clean the city of junk.. Previously, some foreign projects have been
targeting this problem, not unsuccessfully, but we have only seen the
be~inning. Even before I could start doing anything about the problems, my
pnmary .~k w:as to gain a fair overview of the extent of the scrapes facing
my adrmmstraOon. It would have been far too easy just to initiate a number of
projects in the most problematic areas such as solving water need, electricity,
gar~age, pollution. town-settlement problems, road-building etc. without
havmg any previously conceived basic planning. This is what has taken most
of my time in the last nine months. simply fact-fmding and organisation. So
far I tried to clean several places in Kathmandu successfully. But that can be
seen only as a beginning.
Q: As a frequent guest to Nepal, this is something which always strikes the
visitor, the lack of infrastructure. Since this has now become a top priority
for you, what are your visions for the city beyond that?
A: I want the Kathmandu Valley to become green and pure again. To achieve
that objective. I must start, even on a small scale, to implement ecologically
sensible initiatives. But more generally, my visions for the city include a
number of considerations. Firstly. the cultural perspective, that is to preserve
mr culture. Secondly, to safeguard the environment and the natural beauty of
thIS valley. These factors are also decisive for our foreign friends. Thirdly, I
especially want to put an emphasis on agriculture and horticulture since in
keeping with my pre-electionary statements, Kathmandu must again bec~me
clean, green and healthy. At the moment. Kathrnandu is exactly the opposite.
It is not green, not clean and therefore not healthy.
This must now be done. because unless we make it clean, no one will come
and visit us. You know that tourism is our "golden goose". If the tourists don't
co~e anymore, I don't think we shall be able to survive in the future. Proper
actions must therefore be taken within ~ to four months. I have to say this,
not only to the locals and nationals, but also to the international community,
that Kalhmandu is otherwise dying.
What are the perspectives within this short period; to do action-plaruting in
VIew of the necessary cooperation with the central government?
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